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more than a shade better

Singled out by
distinction
Ashley Contracts was created with a very
clear brief in mind, to embrace a strong
moral ethic and to provide a best practice
resource, whatever the project. This has
defined our own brand values: Excellence,
Quality, Professionalism, Reliability and
Personal Service.

Consistently great service with
good value and customer care.

FACT:
As herd animals, the black and white
stripes of the zebra are designed
to be confusing when gathered in
large numbers.

Ashley stand out from
the crowd for service
and products.

Tuning into your needs
Our goal is to secure strong, lasting relationships
with all our clients and provide long-term shading
and glare prevention solutions, whilst exceeding
their expectations, not their budget.
Combining high standards of workmanship with innovation and
customer service...

...Ashley Contracts excels at serving the
commercial sector.

Innovation combined with
unprecedented high standards
of work and reliable personal
service.

Ashley’s range of bespoke Blinds, Curtains, Tracks, Security
Grilles, Roller Shutters, Window Films, Insect Screens, Awnings
and Anti-Ligature Systems offers perfect solutions for every
situation. Combining years of experience and research with
traditional methods we only offer what we know will work for you.
With creativity in every solution Ashley Contracts confidently
offers and efficiently delivers the optimum in terms of product,
service and support every time.

FACT:
Wide range view and flexibility in the ears
allows the zebra to concentrate on any area
of its surroundings.
We will listen to what you need and supply
the solution for your specific environment.

How the zebra got it’s stripes...
Quick job to a high standard
leaving no mess behind.

As specialists in many areas we have a range of products to suit every
specification. Each of these has its own colour, eliminating hassle and
making selecting the right product choices easier for you.

FACT:
A zebra’s stripes are unique to each individual.

Contact us for a service
dedicated to you...
T 01582 860970
E action@ashleyblinds.co.uk
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www.ashleyblinds.co.uk

Trident House / 70 High Street
Houghton Regis / LU5 5BJ
T 01582 860970
F 01582 861120
E action@ashleyblinds.co.uk
www.ashleyblinds.co.uk
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